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From the Editor of  Laudate

This edition of  Laudate offers an overview of  the Guild’s Examinations 
from the Preminary Certificate up to the Fellowship Diploma. I hope this 
might encourage you and musical colleagues to consider taking one of  our 

qualifications – either just for fun or to satisfy a desire to further your knowledge or 
recognise your experience. The Guild’s Academic Board has been working hard to 
update the various syllabuses to make them more relevant to today’s liturgical needs 
and I do hope that you will enjoy reading through what is required.

We are including two articles by members who have taken Guild examinations: Robert 
Little and Dr Mary Munro-Hill. I had the pleasure of  being one of  Mary’s examiners, 
together with Roger Wilkes, and it was a treat to hear her deliver this ‘live’ as part 
of  her submission for the Archbishops’ Award.

If  you have been terrified of  attempting to play anything by Olivier Messiaen, do 
have a look at Hugh Benham’s transcription of  his Chant Donné - you will be very 
pleasantly surprised!

With every good wish to you all

It is worth mentioning that all opinions expressed in LAUDATE  
are the personal views of the individual writers and not necessarily 

the official view of the Guild of Church Musicians itself.
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The Warden writes …
Rt Revd Graeme Knowles

As I write this, I am reminded of  my days as a 
cathedral Precentor! The month of  August 
was always a somewhat testing time as far 

as the liturgical music was concerned. What would 
the visiting choirs be like? Yes, there were the choirs 
who had been before, but there were also the new 
choirs. They might have sent a tape, or I might 
have made discreet enquiries about their quality of  
performance, but only when they were in the stalls 
would I actually know what sound and style they 
would produce. In my experience, there were some 
really good surprises, but there were also some less 
joyous moments!
I speak of  some thirty years ago. I now notice that 
the majority of  the choirs deputising for the cathedral 
choir over the summer period in the cathedral 
where I regularly worship are, for the most part, 
now adult choirs of  women and men. Yes, there are 
the occasional choirs where the upper line is made 
up of  girls and boys, but they are in the minority. 
What I do notice is the amazing quality of  some of  
the choirs made up of  university students or choirs 
of  ex-students who have stayed together to sing. 
The repertoire they produce is varied and often 
challenging. They bring to the liturgy a compelling lift 
through their performance. There is also an increase 
in the number of  secular choirs or choral societies 

who choose to offer 
their talents to the 
church by including 
l iturgical music in 
the i r  reper to i re , 
t he reby  open ing 
up opportunities to 
deputise.

We  m i g h t  l o o k 
back with a certain 
nostalgia to an age 
where every church 
seemed to f ield an 
SATB choir. I certainly 
do! But we have to 
face the reality of  the situation we now have both 
as a church and as a Guild. Music makers are there, 
but they might not be prepared to make a Sunday 
by Sunday commitment to a choir. Our task is to 
engage them in such a way as to be able us to use 
their skills in support of  the liturgy from time to 
time, using their gifts imaginatively. As a Guild we 
can offer opportunities of  exploration and deepening 
of  knowledge which will in turn resource both the 
music makers and the church.

This is our challenge!

From The Registrar –  
September 2017

Since the last Laudate there have been a couple 
of  things happening and there is some news 
of  future events.

On the 1st July we met at All Hallows-by-The-
Tower for lectures, lunch, an Extraordinary General 
Meeting, and sung Evening Prayer.  It was the first 
time we’ve met there; the occasion was rewarded 
with an excellent attendance.

All Hallows-by-The-Tower is famous for having had 
The Reverend ‘Tubby’ Clayton as its vicar from 1922 
to 1962.  He formed Toc H in 1919 and extended 
his work into the deprived East End of  London 
after 1945.

The church was rebuilt 
after bombing in the 
Second World War.  
It now has very good 
facilities and a modern 
Harrison & Harrison 
organ designed by the 
late Professor Gordon Phillips, who was organist 
there for many years.

After coffee, Dr Harry Bramma spoke to us about 
‘The Search for Musical Beauty’.  Although this was 
his personal view, it incorporated many points often 
overlooked in church performances.  Harry gave 
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us insight into interpretation, with some interesting 
musical examples at the piano, including rubato 
to shape phrases.  There were some (rightly!) 
critical remarks about organists who emulate 
the neo-baroque on organs of  Victorian vintage.  
Had sufficient time been available, it would have 
been good to have heard more of  how to achieve 
beauty in performance – the examples we had were 
tantalisingly short.  Michael Nicholas responded to 
Harry’s talk and, as is usually the case with Michael, 
proved equally interesting and informative.

Michael then introduced our new Warden, The 
Right Reverend Graeme Knowles, whose close 
involvement in church music for many years makes 
him ideally suited to the post.  The Bishop spoke to 
us engagingly, but with a realistic challenge for the 
future – one that he developed later in the day.  It 
was an uplifting commencement to his Wardenship.

Barry Williams gave a short presentation on the 
RSCM Working Party on the engagement of  
organists in the Church of  England, and the work of  
the Legal Advisory Commission in this area.  Much 
of  this has resulted from several unfortunate cases 
that have gone to employment tribunals.

After lunch we had the Extraordinary General 
Meeting, receiving reports, etc.  This was the 
first time our new Warden had chaired a Guild 
meeting.  We were impressed with his grasp of  
issues – including the uncomfortable one of  finding 
a successor to me as General Secretary – he pulled 
no punches!  His crisp and efficient style will be a 
great asset to The Guild.

Evening Prayer was sung by members of  the choir 
of  St. Matthew’s Church, Westminster, under the 
direction of  their Organist and Choirmaster, Nigel 
Groome.  Matthew Jorysz, Assistant Organist of  
Westminster Abbey, coped ably with the huge gap 
between organ and choir.  Stanford’s magnificent 
setting of  the Canticles in A major was a triumphant 
sound with much musical excitement.  (His setting 
of  the Holy Communion 1662, written two or three 
years later is unjustly eclipsed by the Magnificat and 
Nunc Dimittis, despite being rather better music, 
exhibiting the greater maturity and experience of  
the composer in those intervening years.  Psalm 65 
was sung imaginatively to a chant by Garrett.  There 
was much to learn in their approach to Anglican 
Chant, which was impeccable, especially in diction.

The anthem was a setting of  the words Strengthen 
for service, Lord, the hands that holy things have taken.  
It was composed by Ian Brentnall, a Guild member 
who has just completed his Archbishops’ Certificate 

in Church Music.  Ian sang bass in this rendering 
and one of  the basses from St. Matthew’s choir 
played the clarinet obbligato in a deeply moving 
performance.

The Responses were sung to Humphrey Clucas’ 
popular and well-known setting.  Humphrey was 
present and spent time after the service talking to 
and encouraging some of  the younger musicians, 
as did Philip Spratley, another of  The Guild’s 
composers – a select and able group that includes 
the Editor of  this magazine.

I hope that Ian will let us know when his anthem 
is published, for it is within the technical grasp of  
a parish church choir and sets words that are an 
enhancement to any service of  Holy Communion.  
The Choir of  St. Matthew’s gave this anthem a 
sensitive and thoroughly musical interpretation.

It was a delight to sing Glorious things of  Thee are 
spoken to Abbot’s Leigh with the soaring descant 
by Nigel Groome, another example of  The Guild’s 
own musical talent.

There were two Presentations. Ian Brentnall 
received his ACertCM and Dr Helen Burrows was 
made an Honorary Fellow in recognition of  her 
tireless work as The Guild’s Examinations Secretary 
and her significant contribution to church music 
generally.  It was a delight to see her husband, Paul 
Isom, and their twin sons, Jeremy and Theodore, 
in the congregation.

This was a very special and uplifting act of  worship, 
preceded by excellent presentations and much 
fellowship.  I hope that we can reinstate the formal 
procession of  Council members and Honorary 
Fellows at future events.  Perhaps we need our own 
Virger – just a thought!  This was a splendid event 
and, with such a good attendance, indicated that 
The Guild has an excellent future.

Then, on Saturday, 19th August, some twenty-five 
Guild members and friends came to my house for 
a barbeque – and steam train rides, of  course!  
Much fun was had and we expect to repeat this in 
the future.

We’re planning meetings in 2018 which we hope 
to hold in London, Arundel, Salisbury and Durham.  
The following people have agreed to speak to 
us - Elizabeth Stratford, Lindsay Gray, Dr Michael 
Nicholas, Professor Jeremy Dibble and The Right 
Reverend Timothy Dudley-Smith.  This is an exciting 
programme which merits your support.  Details will 
follow and will be published on our website.

While on the subject of  our website, I mention that 
the model organist’s contract is available for free 
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download, and that chapters of  ‘Everything Else 
an Organist Should Know’ (by Robert Leach and 
Barry Williams) are gradually being added.  Where 
necessary, these will be updated.  This is a significant 
resource available only from our website.

Our next meeting will be the annual Presentation 
Service on Saturday, 25th November 2017 at 3pm, in 
St. George’s Roman Catholic Cathedral, Southwark.  
It will be Solemn Vespers – a ‘first’ for The Guild.  
The service will be sung by the professional choir 
of  the cathedral directed by Norman Harper.  The 
Presentations will be made by Monsignor Matthew 
Dickens and our President, Dame Mary Archer.  
The Lesson will be read by The Right Honourable 
Lord Gill, Chairman of  the RSCM Council and, until 
recently, Scotland’s most senior judge.  He is a singer, 
and an organist and choirmaster with a very keen 
interest in church music.

There are several academic awards and one 
honorary award to be made.  Do, please, come 
but let me know (telephone 0208 395 7949) for 
catering purposes – there will be tea afterwards in 
the Peter Amigo Hall.

That’s all for now.

June Williams

STOP  PRESS:  Congratulations to our Warden 
who has been appointed Acting Dean of  St. 
Edmundsbury Cathedral following the resignation 
of  The Very Reverend Dr Frances Ward, who is 
pursuing further academic studies.

At the Registrar’s  
barbecue

Top to bottom:

The Registrar getting up steam on 
Lady June.

The Fellowship Director passing 
the brassicas

l to r: Jean & Robert Andrews, 
Hugh & Fiona Benham and 
Elisabeth Walsh enjoying a 

splendid feast 
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The Guild’s UK Examinations : an Overview

The Guild of  Church Musicians has four Certificates and two Diplomas obtainable by examination:

 

Certificates
THE ARCHBISHOPS’ PRELIMINARY CERTIFICATE

The Archbishops’ Preliminary Certificate is open to anyone actively 
involved as a singer or instrumentalist in Christian worship, younger or 
older. The aim is not only to develop practical work, but to encourage 
attentive listening and reflection on the role of  music in worship. 

There is an examination, whose tasks are listed below:

• Sing or play two contrasting pieces of  your own choice

• Sing or play unfamiliar music

• Three listening tests

• Project

• Questions (Viva voce)

THE ARCHBISHOPS’ AWARD

The Archbishops’ Award is a qualification designed to follow on from the Archbishops’ Preliminary 
Certificate. (It is, however, possible to enter for it without having worked for the APC.)

The Archbishops’ Award is open to you, regardless of  age, if  you are involved in Christian worship.

There are two pathways:

Pathway 1 is designed primarily for musicians

Pathway 2 is intended primarily for worship leaders.

If  you wish, Pathway 1 can lead, after successful completion of  
the Award, to study for the Archbishops’ Certificate in Church 
Music (ACertCM). Similarly Pathway 2 can provide preparation 
for study towards the Archbishops’ Certificate in Public Worship 
(ACertPW).

There is an examination for the Archbishops’ Award.

For Pathway 1 you will be expected to sing, play, accompany or 
direct two or more contrasting pieces of  your own choice and then 
answer questions about them. You will also appraise a previously 
unheard recorded performance, prepare a written project or 
presentation and undertake an optional project.

For Pathway 2 you will be expected to give a previously prepared 
short address on a short Biblical passage or verse of  your own 
choice, give an unprepared (non-Biblical) reading and speak fluently 
on a topic chosen by the examiner for at least one minute (up to 
a maximum of  three minutes).

You will also prepare a written project or presentation and 
undertake an optional project.
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THE ARCHBISHOPS’ CERTIFICATE IN CHURCH MUSIC  (ACertCM)  

This is the basic qualification for church musicians and is awarded 
under the auspices of  the Archbishops of  Canterbury and 
Westminster. It was founded many years ago, and recently been 
updated with the demands of  today’s church in mind. 

The syllabus will shortly be available on The Guild’s website. If you 
should wish to see full details immediately, please email the Chairman 
of the Academic Board (H.Benham@soton.ac.uk).

Introduction

ACertCM is open to all involved in Christian worship as singers 
(choral or soloists), choir directors, organists, players of  other 
types of  instruments – and indeed to others with a keen interest 
in church music. 

It is not necessary to have taken the Archbishops’ Award before 
entering for ACertCM.

Summary of Requirements

Component 1: Previous Experience  

Component 2: Courses and Training          

Component 3: Practical and Written Work (worth 60% of  the total marks) 

Component 4: Extended Viva (40%)

To qualify for the Certificate, you must satisfy the examiners in Component 1 and in Component 2, and 
attain the pass mark of  60% in both Component 3 and in Component 4. 

A Distinction will be awarded, following attainment of  an average mark of  80% or more in Components 
3 and 4.

A little more detail

In Component 1 you must provide evidence EITHER of  competence as a player, singer or director in 
the place(s) where you regularly or frequently worship OR a strong interest in church music as a regular 
worshipper and in terms of  listening and appreciation. 

Component 2 requires you to widen your horizons in terms of  music and worship, and/or to acquire 
knowledge about some of  the practicalities of  working as a church musician in today’s world.  

Component 3 has three Sections, A, B and C. You have to offer EITHER Section A and Section C OR 
Section B and Section C. 

• Section A (Music-making) has three options of  which you choose one. The options are Composition 
and/or Arrangement; Performance; Leadership

• For Section B (Knowledge and Experience of  Music, Liturgy and Worship) you can EITHER compile a 
Portfolio based on description and analysis of  a varied sequence of  services OR sit a 2-hour written 
examination

• Section C (Reflecting on Music, Liturgy and Worship requires you to write an essay of  3000–3500 
words on a topic which involves reflection on the relationships between music, liturgy and worship.

Component 4, an extended Viva lasting probably between 30 and 60 minutes, is an opportunity for you 
to meet your two examiners, and to discuss with them your work for the other components.
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THE ARCHBISHOPS’ CERTIFICATE IN PUBLIC WORSHIP  (ACertPW)  

This certificate is designed particularly to encourage and assist those with responsibility for public worship 
in all Christian denominations. It is open to any current member of  the Guild who has, or who seeks, 
responsibility for animating and presiding at public worship within the Church.

Introduction

NOTE: This syllabus was effective from 1st October 2013 
but is currently being revised.

The examinations leading to this certificate are open to all those 
current members of  the Guild who have, or who seek, responsibility 
for leading public worship within the Christian church.

Summary of Requirements

The Archbishops’ Certificate in Public Worship (ACertPW) syllabus 
consists of  the following:

• Introductory 48-hour course (unless granted an exemption)

• Part A: Portfolio/Project File

• Part B: Practical Examination

• Part C: Viva Voce Examination

• Part D: Extended essays

Aims of the Programme

The certificate encourages candidates to improve their skills in planning and leading public worship within 
the Christian denomination to which they belong. The programme aims to develop a greater knowledge 
and appreciation of  the form and structure of  worship in the candidate’s church, and greater awareness 
of  the role and effectiveness of  the spoken word and of  music in worship. The programme also aims to 
develop practical skills essential to the art of  liturgical presidency, and to enable candidates to evaluate 
critically their role in leading worship, and to encourage self-development.

Learning Outcomes

Holders of  the ACertPW certificate will have demonstrated:

• the ability to plan and lead public worship within their own denomination;

• good skills in public speaking;

• competence in leading the sung parts of  the service;

• an understanding of  the role of  music in worship;

• an understanding of  the Christian year, and an appreciation of  ways in which the liturgical calendar 
might be reflected in the choice of  spoken and written items;

• an appreciation of  the liturgical and worshipping customs of  their particular denomination, and of  
the music and musical traditions which complement them;

• the ability to develop a structured written argument, with an appropriate measure of  critical judgment;

• the ability to continue to advance their knowledge and understanding, and to develop liturgical 
presidency skills to a high level.
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Diplomas
LICENTIATE AND FELLOW OF THE GUILD OF 
CHURCH MUSICIANS 
(LGCM & FGCM)

The highest qualifications awarded by the Guild are the Fellowship 
diploma (FGCM) and the Licentiate (LGCM).

The Fellowship course is in two Parts. If  you pass Part 1 and then 
go on to pass Part 2 you will be awarded the Fellowship diploma. A 
pass in Part 1 only will qualify you for LGCM.

Both FGCM and LGCM are intended for members of  any 
denomination within the Christian Church. People commonly enter 
after successful completion of  the ACertCM or ACertPW course, 
but an exemption may be granted at the discretion of  the Fellowship Director and the Fellowship Secretary 
(notably, but not exclusively, to applicants with degrees in Music and/or Theology). For further information, 
see ‘Programme of  Study and Assessment’, section 9. 

Both courses provide opportunities for those involved in the practice and study of  church music, liturgy 
and worship to develop their skills and knowledge to a postgraduate standard.

If  you enrol, you will be able to study liturgical and pastoral aspects of  the Church and its music, to extend 
your knowledge and understanding of  church music in its historical and liturgical contexts, and to learn, 
develop, and enhance skills relevant to church music in general and to your own working circumstances 
in particular.

For Part 1 you offer four modules, selected from three groups:

• Group A: Christian liturgy and worship

• Group B: Studies in church music

• Group C: Composition and arrangement

You must choose at least one module from Group A, and at least 
one from Section B. Section C is optional.

Part 2, which provides opportunities for study in greater detail and 
depth, has three groups of  modules:

• Group D: Studies in music and worship

• Group E: Composition

• Group F: Practical studies

The only restriction is that you must choose at least one module, 
and no more than three modules, from Group F.

Please note also that there is a new alternative route 
to FGCM – namely the ‘Dissertation-only’ option. This 
consists entirely of writing an extended dissertation (of between 40,000 and 50,000 
words) on a topic approved by the Fellowship Director and Secretary.

HONORARY AWARDS The Guild also has two honorary awards: 
• HONORARY MEMBER OF THE GUILD OF CHURCH MUSICIANS  (HonGCM).   
This is awarded for distinguished services to church music and/or The Guild.

• HONORARY FELLOW OF THE GUILD OF CHURCH MUSICIANS (HonFGCM).   
This is awarded for outstanding services to church music and/or The Guild.
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Lift Ye Then Your Voices1 

1  From ‘Glory be to Jesus’ (18th cent., translated by E. Caswall).  A descant to this hymn by the author of  this 
article will be found at: http://www.scoreexchange.com/scores/70749.html 

2  Laudate no. 92 (May 2017), p. 10

3  Laudate no. 91 ( January 2017), p. 36

4  Laudate no. 92 (May 2017), pp 11-12

5  Musical editors: Sidney Nicholson, G. H. Knight, J. Dykes Bower (Hymns Ancient & Modern Ltd, 1950)

6  In his letter to the editor of  Laudate (no. 92, p.10) Barry Williams criticises the consecutive octaves between 
the descant and the original hymn tune and its harmonies (he mentions four; but, by my reckoning, there are a 
total of  eleven pairs if  you include the dotted rhythm in the descant in b. 3 against the crotchets in the tenor, 
and the consecutives by contrary motion between descant and bass in the final cadence).

7  Alan Gray (1855-1935)

8  In A flat with hymn 167 (‘O worship the King all glorious above’) and in G with 506 (‘Disposer supreme, and 
Judge of  the earth’)

9  Op. cit.

Observations on descants and hints on composing them

Dr Christopher Maxim 

Barry Williams’ comments2 on Simon Lole’s descant to John Ewington’s hymn tune Hillbrow,3 and 
the descants by Roger Wilkes and Humphrey Clucas composed in response4 have prompted me 
to share some observations on descants and to offer some tips on composing them.  This short 

article does not purport to be a comprehensive history or survey of  what is today understood in church 
music circles by the term ‘descant’, nor is it a complete guide to their composition; but I hope that it will 
be of  both interest and value to fellow members of  the Guild – particularly to those who write descants, 
or who would like to try their hand at composing them.

I believe that one of  the first ‘mainstream’ hymn books to include a handful of  descants was Hymns Ancient 
& Modern Revised5 (henceforth AMR).  In AMR, the descants are printed above the standard harmonies, 
rather than with special organ accompaniments; and there are numerous instances of  consecutive octaves 
between the descant and one or other of  the inner voices (alto/tenor).6  A good example of  such an 
arrangement is Alan Gray’s7 descant to Hanover, which appears twice in AMR.8  I cite it because there is 
a relatively extended passage of  consecutive octaves between the descant and the alto: from the end of  
the second line to the beginning of  the third.

Figure 1: Extract from the AMR version of  Alan Gray’s descant to Hanover 9

Had this texture offended the sensibilities of  the majority of  church musicians, then this descant in its 
AMR form would surely not have found its way into more recent hymn books, such as Hymns Ancient and 
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Modern New Standard Version (AMNS)10, New English Hymnal (NEH)11 and Common Praise (CP)12 – though 
it should be noted that all of  these books are from the Hymns Ancient & Modern Ltd stable.

The AMR version of  Gray’s descant is not, however, what the composer had published thirty years earlier 
in A Book of Descants13.  This volume contains over 130 descants (all by Gray) and, in every case, the organ 
accompaniment is specially composed (adapted).  Gray tends not to alter the original harmony (e.g. by 
introducing more chromatic chords); but he does adapt the voicing so that the organ plays the descant at 
pitch, and consecutive octaves between the top of  the texture and the inner voices are eschewed.  On the 
other hand, Gray does sometimes employ sub-octave doubling of  the descant within his organ textures.  
This is not the same as consecutive octaves, being to do with the flesh of  the texture, not the skeleton 
of  the harmony.  Additionally, Gray not infrequently thickens the texture to more than four voices.  Both 
of  these features are, of  course, perfectly acceptable in keyboard music that is not strictly contrapuntal.

Figure 2: Extract from Alan Gray’s descant to Hanover as published in A Book of  Descants 14

I do not know whether Gray approved of  the way that his descants appeared in AMR (he died some 
fifteen years before it went into print); but I think it is worth underlining that he had published well-crafted 
accompaniments to his descants long before they were printed in AMR’s more economical/cruder form.  
It is surely of  significance that more recent hymn books have included special organ accompaniments for 
at least some descants – though not usually Gray’s, despite there being a proper organ accompaniment 
in A Book of Descants for each of  those that I have come across in other hymn books.  Indeed, NEH 
provides just the last line of  Gray’s accompaniment to Darwall’s 148th15 since his descant otherwise makes 
consecutive octaves with the bass.  An example of  a descant that is included in a hymn book with its proper 
accompaniment is Arthur Hutchings’ last verse arrangement of  Neander in NEH16.  In this case, the special 
accompaniment is absolutely essential because the descant does not ‘work’ with the original harmonies.  
Clearly there is recognition among the music editors of  more recent hymn books (and Hutchings was a 
member of  the editorial committee of  NEH) that, if  a hymn book is to contain at least a few excellent 
descants, it will be necessary to find the space for a special organ part for some of  them.  One of  the 
qualities of  Alan Gray’s descants is how elegant, tuneful and memorable they are, while so often marrying 
with the original harmonies.

So what practical guidance might composers of  descants draw from this in terms of  whether it is 
acceptable to write a descant without special accompaniment that makes consecutive octaves with the 
original harmonies?  I should like to suggest that such descants are acceptable if they are good descants.  

10  Musical editors/committee not identified (Hymns Ancient & Modern Ltd, 1984)

11  Committee: Anthony Caesar, Christopher Dearnley, Martin Draper, Michael Fleming, Arthur Hutchings, Colin 
Roberts, George Timms (Chairman) (The Canterbury Press Norwich (a publishing imprint of  Hymns Ancient 
& Modern Ltd), 1986)

12  Committee: Henry Chadwick (Chairman), Lionel Dakers, Timothy Dudley-Smith, Gordon Knights, Patricia 
Nappin, J. Richard Watson, Allan Wicks, Robert Willis (The Canterbury Press Norwich on behalf  of  Hymns 
Ancient & Modern Ltd, 2000)

13  Cambridge University Press, 1920

14  Op. cit., no. 41a (p. 33)

15  NEH, no. 475: Ye holy angels bright

16  NEH, no. 351: Come, ye faithful, raise the anthem
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Nevertheless, specially-composed accompaniments are preferable, not only because consecutive octaves 
can be avoided, but also because they give opportunities to vary the harmonies and intensify the drama 
– though hopefully within the bounds of  ecclesiastical decorum and good musical taste!

So what makes a ‘good descant’?  Any such definition will be, to a greater or lesser extent, a matter of  
opinion.  Nevertheless, I believe that there are some key ingredients that may serve as useful rules of  thumb.

1 Independence of the descant in relation to the melody
The descant ought not to follow the contour of  the melody too much: it should be an independent 
counterpoint.  An exception to this is where the composer doubles the melody harmonically (in thirds or 
sixths) to achieve a particular effect, as in the example below.

Figure 3: Extract from David Willcocks’ descant to Puer nobis 17

2 Quality of the descant as a melody
While the descant might not be quite as fine a melody as the original hymn tune, the composer should 
nevertheless seek to compose an elegant, interesting melodic line.  To be elegant it must have a good shape, 
without ungainly leaps; and to be interesting it should not make over-use of  a small number of  notes.  It 
should have a reasonably wide range so that the singers are not in the stratosphere for the whole verse, 
especially if  it is relatively long.  There should be a melodic climax: often this will be in or just before the 
last line, as in the example below.

Figure 4: Extract from unattributed descant to Dix 18

3 Not too ‘fussy’
The descant should not be too intricate: subdivisions of  the beat (particularly quarter divisions, i.e. divisions 
of  crotchet beats into semiquavers) and rhythmic complexities (syncopations) should be employed 
judiciously, as in the example below.

Figure 5: Extract from Arthur Hutchings’ descant to Neander 19

17  Carols for Choirs 1, edited and arranged by Reginald Jacques and David Willcocks (Oxford University Press, 
1961), no. 43 (pp. 154-156): Unto us is born a Son

18   AMR, no. 79: As with gladness men of  old

19  Op. cit.
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4 Dissonances
Dissonances must be handled with care.  They will usually be more effective when treated as passing-notes, 
suspensions, appoggiaturas or cambiatas (not least because they are easier to sing) than when they are 
applied freely/haphazardly.  It should also be remembered that dissonances create moments of  musical 
stress and so a very dissonant descant may create a stressful last verse when a sense of  exhilaration is 
actually what is required.  In David Willcocks’ descant to Irby there is a highly effective use of  a dissonance 
where a suspension in the melody (on ‘wait’ in the example below) is made against the descant and the 
harmony of  the accompaniment.20

Figure 6: Extract from David Willcocks’ descant to Irby 21

5 Chromatic notes
Chromatic notes used sparingly can have enormous impact, but their good effect is usually inversely 
proportional to the amount they are used.  For me it would not be Christmas without the spine-tingling 
effect of  the single chromatic note (a flattened leading-note) towards the end of  Sir Thomas Armstrong’s 
descant to Forest Green!

Figure 7: Extract from Thomas Armstrong’s descant to Forest Green 22

6 Going under the melody
The descant may occasionally go below the melody, but if  it does so too much it tends to get lost in the 
texture and loses its sense of  musical ‘uplift’.  It is therefore better to reserve this device for those moments 

20  This device is actually used twice in this arrangement

21   Carols for Choirs 2, edited and arranged by David Willcocks and John Rutter (Oxford University Press 1970), 
no. 31(pp. 148-149): Once in royal David’s city

22   Carols for Choirs 1, no. 27 (pp 92-93): O little town of  Bethlehem
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where it is required to make the melodic contour of  the descant more elegant; or for a special purpose, 
such as to facilitate a dramatic upward leap to highlight the words, as in the example below – perhaps the 
most sung descant in the world?

Figure 8: Extract from David Willcocks’ descant to Adeste fideles 23

7 Consecutive octaves between the descant and the alto/tenor
It may be argued that consecutive octaves are tolerable between a descant and an inner voice in the organ 
accompaniment (as long as that inner voice is not being sung) because the ear focusses principally on the 
interplay between the descant and the melody, on the bass at a secondary level, and only then on the 
internal notes that complete the harmonies.  In other words, where there are consecutive octaves between 
an inner voice and the descant, it may be regarded as (sub-)octave doubling by the accompaniment. 24

8 Consecutive octaves/unisons between descant and melody
The descant should never progress by consecutive octaves (or unisons) with the melody since the effect 
is very weak.  On the other hand, it is permissible for the descant to double the melody at the octave or 
the unison if  this is to achieve a particular effect.  In such instances, it is advisable to double the melody 
for several notes so that it is clear that the effect is intentional.  The exception to this rule is the start of  
lines where the descant might double the melody for just a couple of  notes or so (suggesting there is no 
descant), and then ‘takes flight’, as in the example below.

Figure 9: Extract from Thomas Armstrong’s descant to Forest Green 25

9 Consecutive octaves between descant and bass
The bass is the foundation of  the harmony and, if  the descant makes consecutive octaves in similar motion26 
with it, the whole harmony is weakened.  The device is therefore to be avoided.  Consecutive octaves 
by contrary motion, on the other hand, are tolerable.  I am unaware of  any instances of  a Gray descant 
making consecutive octaves in similar motion with the bass (in either their A Book of Descants or AMR 
form), but there are examples of  consecutive octaves by contrary motion.27  Nevertheless, I can think 
of  examples of  descants by eminent contemporary church composers that have consecutive octaves by 
similar motion between the descant and the bass, so I realise that I am sticking my neck out on this point!  

23   Carols for Choirs 1, no. 26 (pp. 88-91): O come, all ye faithful

24  And do not forget that the melody will usually be sung in octaves between the upper and lower voices.  This, 
too, is octave doubling, not consecutive octaves.

25  Op. cit.

26  Also known as ‘parallel octaves’

27  E.g. A Book of Descants, no. 1 (Aberystwyth), bar 1; end of  line 2/start of  line 3; penultimate bar
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10 Consecutive fifths
Ordinarily, the descant should never make consecutive fifths by similar or contrary motion with any voice.  
A possible exception – and a rare one at that – is if  there are consecutive fifths in the original harmonies.  
Gordon Slater’s artful St Botolph28 is an example. 

11 Imitation
Imitation between the melody and descant can be effective but should not be done at the expense of  
the text, which may become garbled, or the melodic line, which may become clogged with notes.  The 
example below shows brief  imitation successfully employed.

Figure 10: Extract from Arthur Hutchings’ descant to Neander 28

12 Altering the text of the hymn
It is preferable to set the whole of  the original text in the descant whenever possible.  Sometimes, however, 
it just is not possible to cram in every last word: if  there has been a rest in the descant or a note has been 
sustained for several beats for dramatic effect, for instance.  It is better to prune (but so that the words 
still make sense) rather than to paraphrase; and it is best to avoid introducing additional/new words if  at 
all possible.  David Willcocks’ descant to Noel features an unusually large amount of  pruning of  the text 
in the descant and even introduces a word foreign to the original text in the last line, as may be seen in 
the example below.

Figure 11: David Willcocks’ descant to Noel 29

28  AMR 450, AMNS 360, and 473, NEH 385, CP 238 and 305

29   Carols for Choirs 2, no. 21 (pp. 89-91): It came upon the midnight clear
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CAROLS ANCIENT & MODERN - a brand new hymnal for the Christmas season 
from the world’s favourite hymnal publisher

This new A&M collection off ers 120 traditional and new favourites, children’s 
songs, folk carols and selected carols arranged for local choirs to perform 
accompanied or unaccompanied. It is designed to meet the real and varied 
needs of  churches, cathedrals, schools and community singing groups carol and 
Christingle services during the seasons of  Advent, Christmas and Epiphany.

Find out more at carols.hymnsam.co.uk

SAVE 25% WITH AN A&M GRANT

Its guiding principles are: 

 & Breadth of  content to cover all occasions and to appeal to all ages
 & Familiar wording of  traditional carols retained
 & A discerning selection of  new and recent hymns and songs
 & Durability and aff ordability for use year after year

More information, all fi rst lines, a digital sampler, a short taster fi lm and more is available at 
carols.hymnsam.co.uk. Or contact us via telephone: +44(0)1603 785925 or email us 
admin@norwichbooksandmusic.co.uk.  Also available from your local Christian bookseller

Carols Ancient & Modern is a brand new collection from Hymns Ancient & Modern. Terms and conditions apply.  

Its guiding principles are: 

More information, all fi rst lines, a digital sampler, a short taster fi lm and more is available at 
carols.hymnsam.co.uk. Or contact us via telephone: +44(0)1603 785925 or email us 
admin@norwichbooksandmusic.co.uk.  Also available from your local Christian bookseller

Carols Ancient 

 OUT NOW
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S

EST. 1861

Ancient
&ModernHymns Ancient & Modern® is a registered trademark of  Hymns Ancient and Modern Ltd

13 Special organ accompaniments
If  composing a special organ part for a descant, any of  the following is permissible:

• not to double the descant at the unison in the accompaniment at all, e.g. Thomas Armstrong’s 
arrangement of  Forest Green30 

• to double the descant at the unison in the accompaniment for some but not all of  the time, e.g. David 
Willcocks’ arrangement of  Mendelssohn31

• to double it in the accompaniment throughout, e.g. Reginald Jacques’ arrangement of  Good King 
Wenceslas32

A careful balance needs to be achieved between an organ texture that is too thin or too thick.  A special 
accompaniment creates opportunities for some of  the features mentioned above: exciting chromatic 
harmonies, ‘crunchy’ dissonances, imitation, etc. – but composers who enter this particular sweet shop 
must remember what happens to those who gorge themselves unrestrained on such goodies!

*   *   *

In the ’rules’ that I have set out above, I have deliberately used examples that I believe will be very familiar 
to many readers, rather than citing descants from recent collections, despite the excellence of  many.  I 
am sure that there are many other ‘rules’ that could be added to the above list – indeed, the topic could 
occupy a small book.  Whether I practise what I preach is, of  course, another matter!  Should readers 
feel curious, they may judge for themselves by visiting my Score Exchange page where they will find many 
descants that may be downloaded and performed free of  charge:

www.scoreexchange.com/profiles/christopher_maxim.

30  Op. cit.

31  Carols for Choirs 1, no. 14 (pp. 39-41): Hark! the herald angels sing
32  Carols for Choirs 1, no. 13 (pp. 34-38)
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Turning Full Circle

Robert Little ACertCM

I have recently rejoined the Guild, and one of  the 
surprises on becoming a member again has been 
to see the quality of  Laudate. This short article is 

the result of  Dr. Walsh’s invitation to members to 
submit articles for the Guild’s magazine.

Active participation in Church music has been my 
main interest for most of  my life. (I am well into 
retirement). This article traces my journey (and to 
some extent that of  my twin brother) from boy 
chorister to choirman and organist.

I have lived in the beautiful village of  Writtle, Essex 
for almost all my life. It was during my time at Writtle 
Junior Boys’ School that I joined the Choir of  All 
Saints, Writtle. What was the recruitment process? 
Quite simple.

The Headmaster, the much-loved Mr. H.G. 
Whitehead, was at the time a member of  the Choir. 
I recall very clearly his general invitation to us boys 
to join the Choir; I was one of  those who signed up 
along with my twin brother, Michael, and many other 
school friends.  Conveniently, the boys’ practice was 
held in the Choir Vestry after school. I do not recall 
what we were taught, but most of  the boys stayed in 
the Choir for quite some time.   We were in Church 
regularly, surrounded by all the trappings of  worship, 
probably the most exciting being the organ. This, 
no doubt, inspired my brother to commence organ 
studies a few years later. That simple invitation by the 
Headmaster was to lead to so much. The title of  this 
article reflects the fact that, after many decades, my 
brother and I are back at All Saints as choir member 
and organist.  This, after serving other local Churches 
in similar capacities for many years.

St. Andrew’s, Chelmsford
The opportunity to serve at St. Andrew’s, 
Chelmsford, came about by an unexpected visit from 
the Vicar, Rev’d. F.J. Griggs, who had been Assistant 
Curate at Writtle.  His words to us were “which one 
of  you wants to be an Organist?”  Organists were 
obviously difficult to find even in the 1960s.

St. Andrew’s was a newly-built Church serving two 
Housing Estates. Over several years a good Choir 
was established, accompanied in those days by a 
harmonium and then a two manual and pedal reed 
organ. These were happy years, providing sound 
experience for what was to follow.

Again, an opportunity created by word of  mouth.

St. Michael and All Angels, Galleywood 
Common
The move to work at Galleywood came as a 
result of  answering an advertisement in the local 
paper. I believe that my brother was the only 
applicant!  Galleywood has a Victorian Church 
in a beautiful setting on Galleywood Common, 
surrounded by a racecourse, (not used for 
many years!) The organ, now rebuilt, provided 
inspiration for hard practice. Above all, the 
initial challenge at Galleywood was to rebuild 
the Choir. On arrival, my brother and I found a 
Choir of  Ladies and Gentlemen who were happy 
and well-meaning, but in need of  support.

 One of  the priorities was to recruit some children.  I 
remember clearly the request for boys being met by 
a comment from one member  of  this congregation 
‘that we should not be dressing boys in skirts’ 
(cassocks!)  The Vicar for the whole of  the time, 14 
years, was the late Canon A. G. Willett.  He was very 
supportive and would often say that if  his Church 
was to have a Choir it should be a good one.

The Choir continued to improve, and the number 
of  young people maintained. On my lounge wall at 
home I have a lovely photograph of  Galleywood’s 
Choir during my last month at that Church, taken 
at Southwark Cathedral, where they sang Evensong. 
The soprano part was sung by the children – 20 
of  them.  We also sang Evensong in Rochester, St. 
Edmundsbury, Ely and Peterborough Cathedrals. 
Galleywood’s Choir has changed, they now have a 
small group of  adults.

The t ime at Gal leywood was also one of  
personal musical development, inspired by the 
hard work of  the Choir.  My twin brother gained 
ALCM, LLCM and LTCL in organ performance, 
whilst working towards ARCO.  For my part, 
I became interested in Theoretical Music/
Composition.  My Galleywood days saw me gain  
AMusLCM, LMusLCM and FLCM (Composition) 
and  LMusTCL, as well as improving my organ 
playing.  Looking back, I wonder how I achieved 
so much, but the opportunity was there.   I recall 
one of  my tutors saying to me that to prove one’s 
ability to oneself  is very important.

After 14 years at Galleywood, the time had come to 
move on.  So much had been achieved.
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St Andrew’s, Sandon
A few miles from Galleywood, just off  the 
Chelmsford to Maldon road, lies the small village 
of  Sandon.   There is the lovely small Church of  
St.Andrew, a building much older and smaller than 
Galleywood.   There was a young Rector who was 
very keen on music.  The Church had two organists 
(one soon to leave) but neither were prepared to 
do any work to build up the Choir.

The situation with the Choir was similar to that 
found at Galleywood, a few children and a few 
adults.   Sandon had a meeting for coffee after the 
morning service so, on my first Sunday in fact, the 
Rector took the opportunity to introduce his new 
music staff. I had gained ACertCM a few years earlier 
(prize-winner in the 1986 examinations as a Singer).  
I think the Rector was more than keen to tell the 
congregation what he hoped to achieve in building 
a Choir.   This was another recruitment opportunity 
using a simple announcement!  The result – lots of  
children lined up to be registered.

I spent 12 years at Sandon, leaving behind a good 
Choir.  I have found over the years that once it is 
known that you are leaving a post it is sometimes 
very difficult to find a replacement to keep the Choir 
together.  Something that needs to be kept in mind, 
and planning for, if  possible.

The young people at Sandon were given much 
help with their music studies, often  individually 
or in small groups.  One young girl chorister, now 
married with a young child, happens to have moved 
to Writtle.  We often meet in the village and she 
expressed many times her gratitude for all the help 
she received in her days at Sandon Church.

After the Sandon years a short break was needed, 
which turned out to be for 3 months.  A spell 
followed helping with the music at St. Luke’s Church, 
Chelmsford. This period saw the completion of  my 
ARCO (my brother was awarded his ARCO during 
his time at Sandon.)

All Saints, Writtle
Working at Writtle has completed the circle, as it 
were.   Some 50 years earlier Michael and I had been 
boy choristers at All Saints. Michael’s predecessor 
as Organist had been taken ill.  The Vicar called for 
some immediate help.  For about a year Michael 
or I played on a temporary basis, but following a 
fruitless advertisement, Michael was appointed to 
a permanent position.

Writtle has a beautiful Church, improved internally 
following two serious fires which destroyed the 
existing Organs.   The Choir still needs much work 

having lost all the children over recent years. There is 
currently a small adult Choir, competent, but lacking 
the required number of  men. 

The Choir needs rebuilding with some younger 
people, otherwise it could cease to exist.  We badly 
need some children. 

The Choir was disbanded in our early years, but 
happily reinstated, but there is much to be done.

Nothing would please me more than to see the 
Choir stalls at Writtle fully occupied again.   Then I 
would be very happy.

Conclusion
I  shall be very happy to hear from any readers who 
have had experience of  successful recruitment for 
their Choirs. Looking back, I am happy to have 
achieved so much – all alongside having completed 
41 years of  service with Essex County Council.

Thanks be to God.

Robert Little

Biography
Robert Little was born in Reading along with 
his twin brother, Michael.  The family very soon 
moved to our father’s home, Writtle.   After 
initial education in Writtle, he attended King 
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Edward V1 Grammar School, Chelmsford, and 
played violin in the Junior Orchestra.  There 
must have been signs of  musical ability when 
he won the Orchestra Prize.

On leaving school Robert started his long 
career with Essex County Council, mainly in 
Education-based posts.  Mid-way through his 
career he was allowed day-release facilities 
and qualified as a Member of  the Association 
of  Accounting Technicians (MAAT).

Early serious musical studies on the Piano were 
followed by Organ lessons at Chelmsford 
Cathedral with David Sparrow, followed by 
lessons with Anne Marsden-Thomas, Simon 
Williams, Daniel Moult and others.

Robert’s work on Theoretical Music was mainly 
by correspondence tuition. His ACertCM 
practical examination was conducted by Dr. 
Graham Elliott of  Chelmsford Cathedral.

Robert has a few published musical compositions 
to his credit.

Michael Little was educated at Moulsham 
High School, Chelmsford. His early organ 
lessons were with Mr W.H. Auger at All 
Saints, Writtle followed by studies based at 
Chelmsford Cathedral with Derrick Cantrell, 
David Sparrow and John Jordan. It was during 
that period that he gained ALCM, LLCM and 
LTCL. ARCO studies came a little later with 
help from Anne Marsden-Thomas, Ann-
Elise Smoot, Catherine Ennis and others. 
He gained ARCO in 1998. Michael is a 
Fellow of  the National College of  Music, the 
programme for which included a memorised 
performance of  the Organ Concerto in G 
Minor by Matthew Camidge.

Both Michael and Robert have largely ceased to 
think about more examination studies instead, 
concentrating on re-building the Choir at All 
Saints, Writtle, and making the week by week 
music at that Church as acceptable as possible.

Shop early for Christmas!

I review CDs for ‘Cathedral Music’ and thus found myself  listening to Christmas music in mid-summer 
– a somewhat strange occupation!  This year it had its compensations, and so I feel moved  to pass 
on a few recommendations to those of  your readers who still have time to make some additions 

to their Christmas programme.

First and foremost, Philip Moore’s version of  ‘In dulci Jubilo’ was quite the best arrangement I have 
heard in recent years, joyful, almost riotous, full of  the spirit of  J S Bach but very much of  the here and 
now.  (Encore Publications).  Alexander L’Estrange’s anthem ‘Hodie’ is an attractive and successful 
response to a request for a cheerful and not too difficult setting of  the traditional Latin text ‘This day 
Christ was born.’  Consult the Internet for details of  how to obtain copies.  

I was reminded also of  two ‘old friends’ which are gentle and reflective in nature and might well be 
sung during the Communion on Christmas Eve, or at the Blessing of  the crib.  John Rutter’s Wexford 
Carol is a singularly beautiful Irish melody arranged with his wonted skill, and then I was charmed as 
ever by the Walford Davies tune to ‘O little town of  Bethlehem,’ which we seem to hear all too rarely 
these days.  It is not a real Carol, of  course, but every rule has its exception.

My last recommendation comes not from a CD review, but from listening to Radio 3’s Write your 
own Carol competition, a singularly depressing experience on the whole. One entry stood head and 
shoulders above the others, and I was amazed and angry that it did not win.  The competitors had to 
produce a setting of  ‘Alleluia! a new work is come on hand,’ words which are very happily appropriate 
to the Old Testament Lessons in both Advent and Christmas services and which Peter Wishart set 
most effectively over fifty years ago (OUP).  Ghislaine Reece-Trapp’s setting, which so impressed me, 
has just been published by the RSCM, a bit late for Advent, but a good. Hour might have it ready in 
time for Christmas.

So, my message to all enterprising Directors of  Music, is to have a good look at these, and then buy a 
proper and legal set of  copies.  Merry Christmas!

Timothy Storey
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Chant donné

Olivier Messiaen, publ. 1953

transcr. Hugh Benham, 2016

       


 





 

   



 


     

 

 





  

 
 


          

    






   





 



Note: The ties in bars such as 2 and 4 are as Messiaen wrote them.
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Choosing Hymns in my Role  
as Organist and Reader

Presentation for The Archbishops’ Award  
of The Guild of Church Musicians (31St May 2017) 

Dr Mary Munro-Hill, MA, BD, MTh

As an Anglican Reader of  38 years’ standing 
and as an organist since the age of  seven or 
eight, I find myself  in the highly responsible 

and privileged position of  planning and executing 
all the components of  the services I conduct in the 
small country church of  St Mary’s, Etton, in the East 
Riding of  Yorkshire.  I must say at the outset that I 
love hymns!

I trained as a Reader in the 1970s, having as my tutor 
a former Primus of  the Scottish Episcopal Church, 
Bishop Richard Wimbush, a holy man, who had been 
in his time Principal of  the Edinburgh Theological 
College.  The tutorials were most enriching for me.

When conducting worship at Etton, my custom, 
in common with that of  others serving the parish, 
is to use the readings as set out in the three-year 
Common Worship Lectionary but to conduct all 
services in accordance with the Book of  Common 
Prayer. Although we have a stock of  modern 
hymnals we tend to use Hymns Ancient & Modern 
Revised, since most of  our favourite hymns are 
found therein—and they have the right words!  
When a chosen hymn does not appear in Ancient 
and Modern Revised I usually print out the words 
for the congregation, as a small piece of  paper is less 
cumbersome than an additional book. 

I regard it as my task—my duty and my joy!—to 
choose hymns which will enhance our worship 
and bring out the meaning of  the biblical texts.  
Sometimes there are so many suitable items that 
the choice becomes quite difficult and requires 
considerable thought.  As well as trying to be faithful 
to the theology of  the readings in question, I must 
consider the likes and dislikes as well as the musical 
ability of  those in the regular congregation.

One Sunday not long ago there was an instance of  
a real embarras de richesses!  How could I confine 
myself  to four hymns for that service of  Morning 
Prayer? There were so many possibilities open to me 
but these were the hymns I finally selected, in order: 

• When I survey the wondrous cross, to the tune 
set, Rockingham, music I consider perfect for 
the words;

• Thou art the Way, also to the tune set, St James, 
although we have occasionally used Metzler’s 
Redhead;

• Just as I am (a difficult choice of  tune, to which 
I will return) and, finally,

• My song is love unknown, to the only possible 
tune, John Ireland’s Love Unknown, so poignant, 
composed expressly for Samuel Crossman’s 
sublime words.

The day in question was Passion Sunday, when 
the lections I used were, as usual, those set for 
the “principal” service: Ezekiel 37: 1-14 and John 
11: 1-45.  Our main concern would be with that 
very long gospel reading—the death of  Lazarus, 
the response of  Martha and Mary and the words 
and miraculous act of  Jesus: this whole event 
foreshadowed a far greater death and resurrection 
to come. I would refer in my sermon to the difference 
between the miraculous raising of  Lazarus by Jesus 
and His own approaching death and resurrection, 
emphasising that, whereas Lazarus was raised to life 
only eventually to die again, Jesus would be raised to 
new life, to a different kind of  life, to life immortal, 
that eternal life which He offers to us. I would also 
stress that when Jesus calls Lazarus from the tomb 
all those standing there realise that He has divine 
powers, that He is in fact the Son of  God.  Those 
who witnessed this miracle now believe.
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Jesus refers to Himself  here, in his conversation with 
Martha, as the Resurrection and the Life, and the 
hymn I eventually chose to illustrate this claim, Thou 
art the Way, reflects it so clearly, especially in verse 3:

Thou art the Life: the rending tomb
Proclaims thy conquering arm…

The hymn as a whole reminds us of  Jesus’ parallel 
claim to be the Way, the Truth and the Life, which 
we find in John 14: 6.

By opening the service with When I survey the 
wondrous cross, I endeavoured to introduce 
the theme of  the Passion of  Christ with words 
expressing our personal response to the events 
of  Passiontide—our wonder at the willingness of  
Jesus to suffer for us, our humility in the face of  
the ultimate self-giving of  Christ on the Cross, our 
readiness to give ourselves completely and utterly 
to Him, our solemn commitment to Him and, finally, 
our total submission to His divine love.  

Before deciding on Thou art the Way, I had hesitated: 
perhaps I should choose Breathe on me, breath of 
God, to combine the two readings and to illustrate 
the breathing of  God’s life-giving Spirit into the 
dry bones of  Ezekiel’s vision, bringing them back 
to life.  I dismissed that idea, however, for various 
reasons, the first being that we normally reserve 
that hymn for Low Sunday, when we read how 
Jesus appears to the disciples in the Upper Room, 
as recounted in John 20, and breathes on them, 
saying, “Receive the Holy Spirit”.  Another reason 
for my rejecting that choice is that we often use the 
hymn at Pentecost.  There is a further problem for 
me, personally, with that hymn, as I have a distinct 
preference for the tune Trentham whereas members 
of  the congregation prefer Carlisle, which I consider 
a fine tune for Stand up and bless the Lord or Revive 
thy work, O Lord! but really rather too rousing for 
the gentle text of  Breathe on me, breath of God...
yet I must acknowledge that hymnals habitually 
set the words to Carlisle, a fact which has always 
surprised me.

The theme of  our self-giving in humility and wonder 
is also well expressed in the hymn Just as I am, and 
even more so in the glorious closing hymn, My 
song is love unknown, which embraces the whole 
of  Passiontide in some detail.  As I knew that there 
would be no music the next Sunday, as I would 
be elsewhere, I wished to provide a Passiontide 
hymn which would refer to Palm Sunday and 
carry the congregation through into Holy Week, 

the Crucifixion and beyond.  Again, this is a very 
personal hymn, the last stanza beginning “Here 
might I stay and sing!” and acknowledging Christ’s 
divinity and the uniqueness of  His suffering.  It ends 
on this adoring, devout note:

This is my Friend,
In whose sweet praise
I all my days
Could gladly spend.

The tune is sublime and was written expressly for 
those words.

Although three of  the hymns I chose for our 
Passion Sunday service are very much an individual 
expression of  devotion they are used powerfully 
by a body of  believers singing together: indeed the 
corporate response of  the congregation makes the 
personal commitment all the stronger—we identify 
with one another and proclaim our faith together, 
yet still as individuals.  I regret that the Nicene Creed 
in Common Worship now proclaims We believe.  I 
think the revisionists missed the whole point of  the 
Credo and I’m rather glad we still use the Book of  
Common Prayer at Etton!

I wished particularly on Passion Sunday to remind 
us all of  the relationship each one of  us has with 
Jesus Christ and how vital it is to recognise the 
importance of  personal devotion.  When I survey 
the wondrous cross was used to open the service 
in order to establish the tone, to set before us the 
theme and to express the essence of  our worship 
that morning: our response to the cross and passion, 
our individual and heartfelt appreciation of  the true 
meaning of  that cosmic event, absolutely pivotal to 
the Christian faith, the Cross signifying that love, “so 
amazing, so divine”, which “demands my soul, my 
life, my all”. Passiontide requires a response from 
each one of  us in worship, and that is what I tried 
to achieve in the choice of  those three hymns.  
The other hymn, Thou art the Way, was chosen as 
a paraphrase of  part of  the reading from St John.

Before leaving that Passiontide service I would 
like to comment a little more on the hymn-tunes 
involved.  I have already described Rockingham as the 
“perfect” tune for When I survey the wondrous cross. 
The melody and harmonies in both Hymns Ancient 
& Modern Revised and in the original edition of  the 
English Hymnal (1906) are so fitting—rising and 
falling, flowing so reflectively with the words.  I often 
use both versions to vary the harmony, alternating 
them.  Incidentally, it is interesting to see that the 
asterisked verse in the English Hymnal, which did 
not appear in Hymns Ancient & Modern or Hymns 
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Ancient & Modern Revised is included in the new 
version, published in 2013.

Seeing the “Amen” in the original English Hymnal 
edition reminds me of  how we always sang “Amen” 
at the end of  every hymn before 1950 and in many 
churches long afterwards!  We probably have the 
revisers of  Hymns Ancient & Modern to thank for 
the removal of  those appendages.  I was brought 
up in the days before Hymns Ancient & Modern 
Revised, which our church in Hull did not adopt until 
1954. My earliest recollection of  hymn-singing is of  
slow, dreary dirges with long, drawn-out “Amens”!  
When I played for services as a girl some of  the 
older people complained that I played the hymns 
too fast!  Believe me, I did not! It was lovely not to 
have to play and sing those “Amens” any more.  My 
only regret concerns the case of  the hymn Jesus shall 
reign, where there really should be an “Amen” at the 
end: “…and earth repeat the loud Amen”!

The third hymn, Just as I am, again reflected the 
theme of  the service: a highly personal commitment 
to Jesus, our expression of  complete and utter faith 
in Him, the Lamb of  God, and a recognition of  our 
imperfection and His remarkable acceptance of  
us, just as we are, not merely for this present life 
but for eternity—Here for a season, then above, O 
lamb of God, I come.  Mindful of  the disappointment 
expressed by some when I had once used Henry 
Smart’s Misericordia, I played the alternative 
tune, Saffron Walden, by Arthur Henry Brown.  
The combination of  a soaring melody, pleasing 
harmony and deeply devotional words, makes 
this a favourite hymn in our congregation, though 
the words do not fit Brown’s tune so well, as the 
stress at the beginning of  the third line falls in the 
wrong place and sounds unnatural. I have a way of  
dealing with that little problem, and people soon 
catch on! I play three As at the beginning of  each 
third line. I imagine that other organists probably 
do the same.

Both the abilities and preferences of the congregation 
are important considerations for me.  What 
happens, then, when someone requests a hymn that 
has two favourite tunes?  (It would be unseemly to 
engage in a battle!)  I began some years ago now, 
when confronted with the problem concerning 
Love divine, where half  the people wanted the 8-line 
Welsh tune Blaenwern and the other half  the 4-line 
Stainer, to play them both! Although others may 
have thought of  it, I have never encountered it 
anywhere else. The first two stanzas we sing to the 
Stainer, the middle two to Blaenwern and the last two 
to the Stainer—or sometimes the other way round.  

With both tunes played in the key of  G, the system 
works admirably and everyone is happy.

When there is a fifth Sunday in the month I offer 
the congregation a service of  Songs of  Praise.  The 
last one was at the end of  April 2017, the Second 
Sunday after Easter: Songs of Praise for Eastertide.  I 
suggested that we ought to limit ourselves to items 
with an Easter theme but in fact I had to allow the 
hymns that people wanted—and after all, since 
every Sunday celebrates the Day of  Resurrection, 
any Christian hymn within reason may be sung! I 
chose the first and the last to ensure at least two 
Easter hymns: Jesus Christ is risen today and Jesus 
lives! with that resounding Alleluia! at the end of  each 
verse. The tune is wonderful, rising triumphantly, 
as it does, with the Alleluia! That is a hymn whose 
opening line was certainly improved by the revisers 
of  Hymns Ancient & Modern in 1950, as the original 
form, when not punctuated correctly, came over as 
Jesus lives no longer now, the exact opposite of  what 
was intended! As we know, people do not always 
observe punctuation. We use Crimond at funerals—
the text is glued into the back of  the hymn-book.  
Hardly anyone (even some organists!) seems able 
to follow the punctuation: 

The Lord’s my shepherd—I’ll not want!
He makes me down to lie
In pastures green; 
He leadeth me the quiet waters by. 

The unfortunate result is that I am made to lie down 
nowhere in particular.  We all know the reason, of  
course: people expect the end of  a line to represent 
the end of  a thought.

Although the revisers of  Hymns Ancient & Modern 
in 1950 did much that was good, they omitted at 
least one valuable hymn, a paraphrase of  verses 
from I John 4, Belovèd, let us love.  I had hoped to 
find it in the latest edition of  Ancient & Modern but 
it is not there, much to my disappointment.

As a recognised church musician one needs to be 
versatile and flexible, even when not in church.  
In my first post, in a London grammar school 
in the 1960s, where I taught French and Latin, 
I was called on to play the piano for assembly.  
You may wonder why ... This was a particularly 
interesting duty, since the school, the Paddington 
and Maida Vale High School for Girls, consisted of  
three approximately equal populations: western 
Christians, eastern Christians and Jewish girls.  The 
Headmistress herself  was Jewish and conducted an 
assembly for the Jewish girls; the Greek Orthodox 
had their separate assembly, led by a deacon who 
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came in daily to perform that duty; the western 
Christians assembled in the main hall under the 
direction of  the Deputy Head, where we sang a 
hymn and said some short prayers.  At the end of  
that act of  worship in the hall, the Greek Orthodox 
girls joined us and we all said the Lord’s Prayer 
together, after which the Jewish contingent filed in 
and the Head took over from her Deputy.  At this 
point we all sang a psalm!  Yes!  The whole school 
sang a psalm…to an Anglican chant!  (Do you 
remember the New Cathedral Psalter?) The fact that 
I knew how to point psalms surely explains why I 
was asked to play for assembly! The only fear I had 
was that one day I might accidentally add the Gloria!

After that amusing digression, I return to the serious 
matter in hand. When all is said and done, there 
is really only one important fact to bear in mind 
when choosing hymns: that as Christian ministers 
and musicians we are to worship God to the best 
of  our ability and enable others to do likewise, and, 
as Francis Pott so aptly expressed it in his hymn, 
Angel-voices ever singing:

Of the best that thou hast given
Earth and heaven
Render thee.

Dr Mary Munro-Hill, MA, BD, MTh

6th June 2017
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Ascension Day 2017

On Tuesday, 25th May, a strong contingent from The 
Guild of  Church Musicians attended, by invitation, 
the Ascension Day Service at St. Michael, Cornhill. 
The liturgy was from the Book of  Common Prayer 
(1662), conducted impeccably by The Reverend 
Charles Skrine, priest in charge.  The setting was 
Missa Ascendens Christus by Victoria, sung faultlessly 
by the magnificent professional choir under the 
direction of  Jonathan Rennert.

The beauty of  the words and the sheer strength 
of  construction of  the service ensured that it 
would be uplifting, and it was.  Mr Skrine preached 
purposefully on Christ’s Ascension, drawing parallels 
with Winston Churchill’s remarks on being made 
prime minister in 1940 and of  managing directors 
who take afternoons off  to play golf. Though 
immediately accessible, this sermon had point and 
power, never moving far from Holy Scripture.  It 
was indeed a sermon to remember, delivered with 
conviction, clarity and challenge.

The singing of the Sanctus, Benedictus and Agnus Dei 
was unfussy yet so musical, the clear unaccompanied 
voices soaring in long phrases in the big church.

Mr Skrine chose not to use the Prayer of  Oblation, 
either after the Prayer of  Consecration or after 
the Administration.  The result was therefore as 
Cranmer had intended in 1552 – the congregation 
heard the words of  Institution and immediately 

received Communion.  It was a dramatic liturgical 
moment.  (And, incidentally, the point for which Sir 
John Stainer wrote his famous ‘Sevenfold Amen’.)

During Communion the choir sang William Byrd’s 
setting of  Psalm 68, Psallite Domine, with astonishing 
sensitivity and impeccable tuning – it was the musical 
highlight of  the service.

Laudate readers may be familiar with the ‘Mystery 
Worshipper’ reports on the Ship of  Fools Website.  
Mystery Worshippers are asked to state which part 
of  the service was like being in heaven.  There can 
be no doubt that the liturgy, the singing of  the choir 
and Mr Skrine’s preaching put this service well and 
truly into the heavenly class.

Mystery Worshippers are also asked which part of  
the service was like being in ‘the other place’.  The 
contingent from The Guild was unanimous.  It was the 
devastatingly loud and rather unsympathetic organ 
playing. One penitential verse was accompanied 
by the Tuba! Those who attended The Guild’s 
Presentation Service at St. Michael’s, Cornhill, on 
22nd November 2016 will know that the organ in 
that church is exceedingly loud.  It may be that 
the organist and choir director, in the Chancel, are 
blissfully unaware of  the enormous power of  the 
instrument down the church. It certainly seems to 
be the case.

Barry Williams

Seeking Views On Plainchant
Bernard Salter, who has recently completed the Fellowship diploma, is now engaged on a 
research project with Durham University into ‘the reception and use of  plainchant today’. He 
would like to enlarge his list of  ‘participants’ by contacting people who might be willing to help 
him answer such questions as: 

How do people respond to plainchant?

What are its affective qualities?

What emotional resonances does it have for people today?

These questions would apply to people who may be either regular worshippers or non-
churchgoers; and the answers might be positive or negative!

For the initial stage of  the research he will invite his contacts to (a) listen to two or three specific 
tracks of  recorded plainchant which he will supply; and (b) to answer a short questionnaire 
about their responses to this music. Anyone who would like further details is asked to email 
Bernard at this address:

bernardsalter123@gmail.com
He will be extremely grateful for your interest.
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Australian Report, May 2017

Neville Olliffe

At the Australian AGM and General Meeting 
to follow, held on Monday 8th May, the 
following appointed and elected Australian 

Council positions were announced and confirmed 
for the ensuing year:

Australian Sub-warden: Rt Revd Bishop Richard 
Hurford OAM

Chair: Madeleine Rowles-Olliffe

Vice-Chair : Philip Matthias

Secretary: Don Yorath

Treasurer: Phillip Bongers

Director of  Studies: Dr Brett McKern

Australian Correspondent: Neville Olliffe

Additional Council Members: Ian McLeod, Robyn 
Ruys

Apart from formalities and housekeeping, items 
of  general interest were the planning for the 2017 
Annual Festival Service and thought-gathering 
for the 2018 celebration of  20 years since the 
formation of  the then Australian Advisory Council. 
Possibilities for the festivities include celebrations 
at the original Guild Church, St James, King St, 
Sydney, and in Newcastle’s Christ Church Cathedral. 
Further information will be available through our 
local newsletter and later editions of  Laudate–watch 
this space!

The 2017 Annual Festival Service, this year entitled 
‘The Joy of  the Gospel’, will be held at the Guild 
Church (Anglican Parish Church of  St John the 
Evangelist, Gordon NSW) at 3 pm on Sunday 
22 October. The 2017 service has been drawn 
up by Fr Michael Deasey OAM, who we warmly 
welcome back to the Australian Council as a post-
AGM co-optee. Choral music will be provided 
by the combined forces of  the Parish Choir of  St 
Paul’s Burwood, the Mater Chorale and the Parish 
Choir of  St Stephen’s Uniting Church, Macquarie 
Street, Sydney. The choir will be ably directed by 
Sheryl Southwood, director of  music at St Paul’s 
Burwood, and we are particularly pleased that 
members of  the choir of  St Stephen’s will be 
participating, as the Uniting Church commemorates 
its 40th anniversary this year. Our Director of  
Studies and Director of  Music at the Guild Church, 
Brett McKern, is the accompanist for the service, 
and meditative instrumental interludes will be 
provided by recorder consort/early music ensemble  

Consort 8 (Susan Christie, Karen Carey, Robert 
Small and Susan Bell). Please note the date in your 
diary and make a special effort to join your fellow 
Guild members this year for the service and a glass of  
wine or cup of  coffee and some elegant finger food 
at afternoon tea. Secretary Don Yorath would be 
most grateful for advice of  your planned attendance 
at <secretary@guildofchurchmusicians.org.au> for 
catering purposes.

Readers may remember a recent feature article 
on corporate member ‘The Cathedral Singers’–
members’ day jobs and other such ‘distractions’ 
permitting, we hope also to bring you similar articles 
in future Laudates on our other corporate members, 
Holy Name Schola from the Catholic parish of  Holy 
Name, Wahroonga and the Parish Choir and 8 am 
Singers from the Guild Church, St John’s Anglican 
Church, Gordon.

The Easter Season is always a busy time for most 
church musicians. For Madeleine (Australian Guild 
Chair), and Yours Truly, the main ceremonies 
of  Holy Week usually begin with a Stations of  
the Cross service at the nearby Macquarie Park 
Cemetery (formerly Northern Suburbs Cemetery). 
We have been providing music for this open air 
ceremony annually on Passion Sunday since the 
garden and surrounds, Gethsemane and the Way 
of  the Cross was opened in 2000; and where we 
provided the musicians when His Eminence, the late 
Cardinal Edward Clancy performed the blessing and 
consecration.

Gethsemane and the Way of  the Cross was fortuitously 
devised and incorporated into a cemetery expansion 
program, thus it was in no way an addition, but a 
fully planned and structured setting. Its feature is 
the walkway, incorporating the traditional practice 
of  ‘walking’ the Stations, lined either side with 
pillars holding bronze sculptures depicting Christ’s 
sentencing, journey to Calvary, crucifixion, death, 
and resurrection. This walkway ends in a narrow 
olive grove at the final station, the Resurrection.

The background to the sculptures is interesting. The 
commission was given to a young Jewish artist, Linda 
Klarfeld, 21 years of  age at the time. In this instance, 
experience was overlooked in favour of  intuition, 
innovation and fresh talent. The contemporary 
sculptures are scripturally detailed, artistic and 
meditative. Madeleine and I have felt privileged to 
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be associated with the annual Stations of  the Cross 
which is run by Holy Spirit Catholic Parish, North 
Ryde, and the Macquarie Park Cemetery Trust. A 
congregation of up to a thousand is drawn from local 
parishes as well as from relatives of  those interred 
in the cemetery. It is determinedly an all-weather 
event where logistics include a large marquee with 
seating, and microphones and sound system which 
caters not just for the marquee, but the whole of  the 
walkway so that people can make the journey along 
the stations with the presider should they wish.

Naturally, there have been some weather 
challenges–one year, the marquee actually blew 
away before the start, and rain can cause water 
to cascade in bucket loads off  the low points of  
the marquee roof, indeed one year constantly 
threatening to drench that year’s guest celebrant, 
Cardinal Pell. This year, 2017, the wind demanded 
that our music be clipped and pegged to music 
stands and then the stands themselves weighted 
or manually secured by foot. In gusts, when all our 
restraining efforts were inadequate, a volunteer 
cheerfully helped out. On such occasions a flat, 
stray or otherwise disconcerting voice close 
to our ears or microphones can make the job 
interesting.

Stations is essentially a private devotion and not 
originally musical in form, but the addition of  
appropriate music greatly assists in praying the 
Stations communally and ecumenically. It has 
become a particular Lenten tradition at Holy Spirit, 
North Ryde as well as at Macquarie Park Cemetery 
on Passion Sunday. At the cemetery, congregational 
music is led by two voices, violin and acoustic guitar, 
a practical combination that works well with the 
temporary outdoor PA system and which to us feels 
rather more ‘organic’ in the circumstances than a 
keyboard, given the outdoor setting. We begin 
each Station with short verses adapted from the 
penitential litanies and Story of  the Cross sung in 
procession in Anglican churches at evensong during 
Lent, and end each Station with selected verses 
of  songs and traditional hymns chosen to suit the 
Station. Guild corporate member, ‘The Cathedral 
Singers’, of  which Madeleine is a member, has for 
some years sung at Holy Spirit for Lenten Stations 
in the same basic format, with a half-and-half  mix 
of  congregational hymns and choral works such 
as Call to Remembrance (Farrant), God so loved the 
world (Stainer), Is it nothing to you? (Ouseley), Hear 
my prayer (Batten), O Saviour of  the world (Goss), 
Crux fidelis, Passion Chorale and Solus ad victimam 
(Leighton).

Due to their sculptural form, the Macquarie 
Park Way of  the Cross Stations are difficult to 
photograph, however the following selection of  
photographs give some idea of   the Gethsemane 
layout and the detail in the sculptures. Perhaps it 
may inspire others to add musical Stations of  the 
Cross to their parish devotions.

Three views of  
the 1st Station – 
the Last Supper 
(washing of  the 
feet, institution 
of  the Eucharist, 
Judas leaving the 
Upper Room)
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left: The 2nd 
Station – the 
Garden of  
Gethsemane 
(sleeping 
apostles)

right: The 4th 
Station – Jesus 

before Pilate

left: The 5th 
Station – Jesus 
is whipped and 
crowned with 
thorns

right: The 7th 
Station - Jesus 

is helped by 
Simon the 
Cyrenean

left: The 8th 
Station – Jesus 
speaks to the 
women of  
Jerusalem

right: The 10th 
Station – Jesus 
and the Good 

Thief

left: The 11th 
Station – Jesus 
speaks to Mary 
and John

right: The 14th 
Station – Jesus 
rises from the 

dead (the 
white-robed 
young man 
greets the 

disciples at the 
empty tomb)
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Book and CD Reviews by Barry Williams

O Sing Unto The Lord
A History of English Church Music
By

Andrew Gant

ISBN 978 1 78125 247 5

There have been many histories of  English 
Church Music.  Those of us who have reached 
a certain age will recall (with affection) The 

Singing Church by C. H. Phillips, revised by Arthur 
Hutchings and updated subsequently by Ivor Keys.  
Dr Phillips’ easy style made his book an attractive 
read, even when dealing with some of  the driest 
aspects of  the subject matter.

Dr Gant’s book has much the same ‘feel’ with 
interesting little quotes that make the text come 
alive.  For example, he mentions ‘....William Byrd, 
beavering away on his hilltop overlooking the 
flatlands of  Lincolnshire...’.  In the same paragraph he 
mentions Farrant’s involvement in the Chapel Royal 
theatre company and the Protestant poet, William 
Hunnis, known for his part in the Dudley Conspiracy.  

Dr Gant’s able and perceptive mind disposes of  the 
notion that Handel wrote the tune for ‘Joy to the 
world’.  He deals with ‘Gopsal’ in detail, referring 
to the last organ phrase as a ‘well-mannered little 
play-out as the ladies and gentlemen settle back 
into their box-pews.’  This brings the facts to life.   
Similarly, he refers to Wesley’s ‘In exitu Israel’ as 
‘big-boned’ and the plainsong opening ‘brandished  
an anti-Anglican flag’ – wonderful.  We can never 
think of  it the same again!

These examples are just a few of many hundreds that 
make the volume interesting as well as being useful.  
They set church music in its historical context.

When referring to Elgar, Dr Gant mentions Mrs 
Elgar as ‘...eventually found herself  converting (to the 
RC faith) and bringing up her children as Catholics.’  
Does Dr Gant know something we do not?

The final chapter (The Splintering of  the Tradition) 
includes a survey of  hymn books in which the 
Mayhew publishing house escapes the sharp criticism 
applied elsewhere, but points out the merits of  its 
approach over useful anthems for limited resources.  
The latest developments in cathedral and parish 
music receive balanced yet perceptive treatment.

After the final chapter, Dr Gant gives an ‘Epilogue’ 
in which he asks provocative and relevant questions, 
quoting Anthony Trollope, Terry Pratchett and 
Diarmaid MacCulloch, amongst others. The last 
four paragraphs of  the ‘Epilogue’ are moving 
and powerful. They should be read by all church 
musicians.

Barry Williams

Guild members are encouraged to visit the 
bookstore The Works where this excellent 
book is currently being heavily discounted – 
down from £20 to £5.  Rather sad for the 
author and publisher, but good news for all our 
members who could benefit by purchasing a 
copy.  I can highly recommend it ~ Editor
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PAUL DERRETT can always be relied upon 
for a musical and imaginative performance, 
frequently of  an unusual or neglected 

repertoire.  His interpretations avoid extremes and 
exude musicality, with the impeccable phrasing that 
is the hallmark of  the consummate musician.

When four CDs arrived for review there was no 
doubt that there would be much delight in the 
music played.

The first CD is Bach Glorious Bach, recorded 
in Ripon Cathedral.  The CD is dedicated to the 
player’s parents.  It opens with a majestic reading 
of  Bach’s mighty ‘Great’ C minor Prelude & Fugue, 
taken at a leisurely yet compelling pace.  There is 
absolute clarity in the neat playing of  the Prelude 
and significant ‘Grave’ in the Fugue.

A thoughtful rendition of  Num Komm der Heiden 
Heiland eschews the modern fad of  loud mutations 
for a gentle performance that reflects the text.  The 
‘Great’ C major Prelude & Fugue is unencumbered by 
pseudo-baroque registration.  The music is delivered 
with clarity and rhythmic impetus, yet at no great 
speed.  The accents fall naturally and within neat 
phrases, making the playing very persuasive.

Other chorale preludes and the Sei gegrüsset 
variations make this an attractive CD.

Volume 2 of  Bach, Glorious Bach is played 
on the organ in Bridlington Priory.  Here we are 
treated to a bold performance of  the ‘Weimar’ 
C major Prelude & Fugue and deeply sensitive 
interpretations of  Bach’s E flat major trio and the 
wonderful ‘Schubler’ Chorale Preludes.  It is in the trio 
and the Schublers that this able recitalist avoids the 
‘neo-baroque’ style of  registration in favour of  the 
far more historic (and attractive) unison registers.  
His phrasing is impeccable but not clinical.  The 
subtleties of  each line are presented without the 
fussiness so beloved of  Bach ‘interpreters’.  This is 
just musical, yet deeply so.

Enrico Bossi (1861 – 1925) is, for organists at least, 
a significant composer.  Paul Derrett has recorded 
two CDs (a double set) on the spectacular Walker 
organ of  Bristol Cathedral.  Here, of  course, are the 
Entrée Pontificale, Scherzo and Étude Symphonique 
that we all play.

However, these CDs reveal the breadth and 
richness of  a greatly neglected composer.  The 
Toccata di Concerto is especially exciting; there 
is great sensitivity in Chant de Soir.  This is an 
exceptional musical document and well worthy of  
study.  Hopefully, it will encourage organists of  all 
standards to explore Bossi’s works.

The fourth CD is Bridlington Revisited.  
This is a huge variety of  music that has not all 
been recorded elsewhere.  The disc opens with 
Harwood’s Paean in an attractive and exciting 
rendition that does not pall on re-hearing.

A light Concerto in C by John Stanley with period 
style precedes a Requiem In Memoriam J. F. K. Though 
beautifully played and carefully registered, it was not 
a piece that moved me.  The composer Raymond 
Sunderland was, for twenty years, Organist of  
Bridlington Priory and ensured, against the advice 
of  the Council for the Care of  Churches, that the 
Priory’s fine organ was restored.

Paul Derrett’s superb technique is equal to the huge 
demands of  Reger’s Hallelujah Gott zu loben, treated 
here in an expansive and exciting style.  At the end 
it is as spine-tingling as any performance ever.

Some smaller pieces by Ernest Farrar and Bernard 
Johnson are well worth hearing.  Paul Derrett has 
long explored the smaller repertoire in his CDs 
and this makes them valuable documents, as well 
as musically-pleasing listening.

Ronald Perrin’s A Spanish Toccata was published 
posthumously and is in a modern idiom.  Derrett is 
well up to the task and delivers the modern idiom 
with characteristic aplomb.

Henri Nibelle’s Carillon Orléanais is a musically 
significant piece, far from most items bearing the 
same title.  The music unfolds in a near Franckian (à 
Chorales) style which seems to enthuse the player.  
Yet again, there is musical restraint in a majestic and 
powerful interpretation.

These exceptional CDs are available through the 
recitalist’s website : www.paulderrett.co.uk

Barry Williams
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A Functional Art ~ Reflections of a Hymn 
Writer

Timothy Dudley-Smith 

The introduction (on the back cover) reads:-

Timothy Dudley-Smith has published around 
450 hymn texts.  In this fascinating book, the 

author explores not only the writing of hymns but many 
other aspects including the study and singing of them.  It 
is not a history, a text book, or an academic treatise, but 
the personal reflections of an experienced practitioner 
who has been speaking and writing on this subject, 
on both sides of the Atlantic, for more than fifty years.  
His armchair reflections draw freely on the writings of 
others, and in a discursive, almost conversational, style.

This is a wholly inadequate description of  one of  
the most important volumes about hymns and 
hymn-writing ever.  For the avoidance of  all doubt, I 
recommend it very highly indeed to anyone involved 
in hymns and planning Divine Worship.

The slightly biographical approach and relaxed, 
fluent, style of  writing make the presentation of  a 
good deal of  technical material easy to absorb.  The 
Introduction, with simple questions and interesting 
answers, sets the tone, yet even here the erudition 
and scholarship that pervades this fine book is 
evident on every page.

Let me, at once, get rid of  two issues.  In common 
with almost every modern book, this volume has 
its footnotes/end notes printed at the end of  
the volume.  Those who, like me, wish to refer 
to each and every footnote therefore have to 
turn pages constantly.  The other matter is the 
constant references by the author to his being 
unmusical, largely it seems because of  an inability 
to sing.  Anyone reading the book will realise that, 
notwithstanding any lack of  singing skill, this is an 
author with a sharp perception of  the place of  music 
in worship and the effect music can have on words.  
I do not agree that he is ‘unmusical’ – far from it.

Throughout this gripping volume there is constant 
reference, always in context, to other writers, not 
just on hymns, but on poetry and the technicalities 
of  writing.  The book is worth buying just for the 
chapter entitled ‘Rhyme and Metre’.  The quotations 
from Philip Larkin and Clive Staples Lewis lead the 
author to the conclusion ‘...that we would be poorer 
without a rhyming hymn book.’

The origin (and sometimes lack of  originality) in 
some hymns is kindly but fully exposed.  A well-
known example is Charles Wesley’s debt to Dryden 
in ‘Love Divine’, written to be sung to Purcell’s music 
for ‘Fairest Isle’.  Likewise, he finds much to praise 
in Ellerton’s ‘The day Thou gavest, Lord, is ended’ 
whilst showing that Ellerton had a conscious or 
unconscious model for the hymn.

There are many cross-references to Holy Scripture 
and to secular poetry.  The level of  scholarship and 
research is exceptionally high throughout the book.

Bishop Dudley-Smith acknowledges his debt to 
poets such as John Ellerton.  Contemporary hymn-
writers feature hardly at all in this book.  From time 
to time the author moves into an almost abstract 
style of  writing.  An example is the chapter ‘Words 
and Music’, when discussing the meaning of  words.  
Even when at his most critical, the Bishop is always 
kind and gentle.  His approach to inclusive language is 
practical and theological.  However, he is powerful in 
commenting on weak revisions, using ‘Angel voices, 
ever singing’ as revised in 2011, as an example.  
Again, whilst being quite forthright, the remarks 
are always polite.  There is a splendid discussion 
about the gender of  the Almighty, concluding with 
the author quoting a revision of  his most popular 
hymn, ‘Tell out my soul’, with pointless and rather 
inadequate revision for no real purpose.

The author’s comments about the blend of  words 
and music go to the heart of  correspondence in 
this journal.  He points out that it is possible for 
congregations to sing the tune rather than the words.  
(That, I maintain, is what happens with Coe Fen, yet 
I could not put it so neatly as Bishop Dudley-Smith 
does, albeit over different hymns.)

Perhaps the most striking parts of  the book are the 
author’s admission that when possible in hymnody 
he avoids addressing the Deity as ‘you’, and his 
opinion that the future of  hymnody does not belong 
to the ‘worship song’.

I cannot recommend this volume too highly.  It is 
to hymns and hymnody what Bishop John Vernon 
Taylor’s book ‘The Go-Between God’ is to the 
understanding of  the place of  the Holy Spirit in 
Christian Mission.

Barry Williams
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thinking of one of the finest and most influential hymn
writers of our time’
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A new Chapter?

‘Cathedrals may charge for entry to avoid closure’
That was the stark headline in the Daily Telegraph 

on 24 April 2017, following the announcement that a 
Cathedrals Working Group (CWG) had been set up by 
the Archbishops of Canterbury and York to review a 
wide range of cathedral management and governance 
issues, including training and development for cathedral 

deans and chapters, financial management issues, 
the procedure for Visitations, safeguarding matters, 
buildings and heritage, and the role of cathedrals in 
contributing to evangelism within their dioceses.

The establishment of the CWG follows the news 
last year that Peterborough Cathedral was in dire 
straits financially, and, more recently, that Guildford 
may be closed altogether, since a plan for a residential 
development in its grounds, designed to protect the 
cathedral from an increasingly parlous financial future, 
was rejected by the local planning authority. Similarly 
worrying reports and rumours from other places have 
also found their way into the media, or emerged on the 

cathedral world’s grapevine. Examples include Truro 
and Exeter (following a Visitation Report).

That cathedrals are facing serious financial pressure 
comes as no surprise to FCM. Over the last few years, 
we have received increasing requests for increasingly 
large grants and, having examined the petitioners’ 
annual accounts as part of our grant-making procedure, 

we have grown increasingly concerned by what we have 

seen – even though we have also seen many examples 
of prudent and effective financial management. The 

Bishop of Stepney, the Rt Revd Adrian Newman (Chair 

of the CWG), told the Guardian that “Half of England’s 

Anglican cathedrals must boost revenue to escape 
financial crisis.”It is, therefore, potentially good news that ‘financial 

management issues’ are to be assessed by the CWG. 
If that includes fundraising and the identification of 
potential new sources of funds (including those for 
music) it will be a positive step - though it will be far 
from easy, since cathedrals are hardly likely to be seen 
as a priority when there are so many other, arguably 
more pressing, public needs to be met at present (such 
as health care).However, that role is not listed in the CWG’s 

formal remit, which is - overtly - about a wide range 
of overall governance issues, including the historic 
‘independence’ of cathedrals. Among the first 
comments to be made in public was that of the Bishop 
of Peterborough, the Rt Revd Donald Allister, who said 

“The Peterborough situation has convinced me that 
the high degree of independence currently enjoyed by 
cathedrals poses serious risks to the reputation of the 
whole Church, and thus to its effectiveness in mission.”

That immediately raised alarm bells in many 
quarters (especially in the cathedrals themselves) 
since it implied that some sort of ‘take over’ of the 
cathedrals (presumably by the dioceses?) has become 
a prerequisite to their continued existence – a move, as 

one very concerned director of music put it to Cathedral 

Voice, “that would have the potential to be the greatest 
threat to cathedrals, their ministry and their music 
since Henry VIII or the English Civil War. I’m quite 
convinced that the independence of our cathedrals 
has helped preserve distinctiveness, sustained tradition and enabled local initiative.”

He is not alone in that opinion; rather, it has been gathering increasingly widespread support, including that of FCM Council. But whether or not the cathedrals lose their independence, there is a far more significant factor that needs urgent and careful 
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Founded in 1956, the Friends 
of Cathedral Music through its 

growing membership continues to 
help sustain the priceless heritage 

of the music in cathedrals. Support 
this worthy cause by joining FCM.

Organist and Director of Music
St Mary the Virgin, Bletchingley, Surrey (Southwark Diocese)

St Mary’s is an ancient and beautiful Church in the Surrey Hills and Bletchingley is a lovely Surrey 

village. The Rector and PCC have a vision of  our choir becoming a centre of  excellence for 

music for the people of  Bletchingley, recruiting young people and giving them the best possible 

start in their musical education and encouraging adult members. We shall need a charismatic 

musician with a gift for teaching and inspiring the young, in particular.

Duties will include the weekly Sunday service (9.45), all great festivals, weddings and funerals 

and occasional services. Rehearsals on Sundays and Thursday evenings.

Our small, robed choir sings motets or anthems (Tallis to Chilcott and Rutter) most Sundays. 

We have a nucleus of  young people but need to increase their numbers and we are looking for 

training using the RSCM Voice for Life scheme with Gold, Silver and Bronze awards.

Remuneration: RSCM scales and PAYE contract.

Enquiries to the Rector: The Revd Sister Phaedra Pamphilon-Green 07775 954144 or 

pamphilon@gmail.com



  

From the Editor of  Laudate

This edition of  Laudate offers an overview of  the Guild’s Examinations 
from the Preminary Certificate up to the Fellowship Diploma. I hope this 
might encourage you and musical colleagues to consider taking one of  our 

qualifications – either just for fun or to satisfy a desire to further your knowledge or 
recognise your experience. The Guild’s Academic Board has been working hard to 
update the various syllabuses to make them more relevant to today’s liturgical needs 
and I do hope that you will enjoy reading through what is required.

We are including two articles by members who have taken Guild examinations: Robert 
Little and Dr Mary Munro-Hill. I had the pleasure of  being one of  Mary’s examiners, 
together with Roger Wilkes, and it was a treat to hear her deliver this ‘live’ as part 
of  her submission for the Archbishops’ Award.

If  you have been terrified of  attempting to play anything by Olivier Messiaen, do 
have a look at Hugh Benham’s transcription of  his Chant Donné - you will be very 
pleasantly surprised!

With every good wish to you all

It is worth mentioning that all opinions expressed in LAUDATE  
are the personal views of the individual writers and not necessarily 

the official view of the Guild of Church Musicians itself.
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